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The development of magnesium alloys, which exhibit high strength and high ductility (fracture toughness), is critical for ensuring the

safety and reliability in structural applications. It is well-known that grain refinement and/or alloying are impressive strategies to attain such

properties in metallic materials. In the former case, grain boundaries of magnesium and its alloys have unique characteristics, e.g., sites for non-

basal dislocation activity and occurrence of partial grain boundary sliding. As a result, strength as well as ductility (fracture toughness) tend to

increase and improve with grain refinement. In the latter case, 29 types of solid solution elements, which have a maximum solubility of more

than 0.1 at%, can dissolve in magnesium. Several elements are generally added to magnesium simultaneously to achieve good mechanical

properties via a synergistic effect. In industrial fields, ternary magnesium alloys such as MgAlZn and MgZnZr alloys, which have fine-

grained structures, have been widely used; however, there is no still clear and systematic understanding of the impact of various alloying

elements on properties for magnesium. In this paper, we review recent studies on the effect of solid solution alloying elements on ductility

(fracture toughness), with focusing on polycrystalline binary magnesium alloys. With regard to the toughness, the crack-propagation behavior

and/or fracture behavior are quite sensitive to the alloying element, regardless of grain size. Twin boundaries in particular are recognized as

harmful defects, because they act as crack-propagation sites. Nevertheless, changing the electric bonding behavior through alloying has the

potential to increase the toughness. As for the ductility, the alloying elements also dramatically affect the room-temperature plastic deformation.

In addition to the activation of the non-basal dislocation slip, grain boundary sliding also plays a notable role in enhancing the elongation-to-

failure in tension. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.MT-M2019185]
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1. Introduction

Magnesium was first isolated in pure form by Humphry

Davy in 1808 (it has also been claimed that this discovery

was first made by Joseph Black in 1755). Unlike steel, which

has been widely used in daily life for millennia, this metal

of magnesium has a relatively new and short history. The

amount of demand and production of magnesium was small

after its discovery, but usage and consumption of magnesium

sharply increased during the two world wars. In the 1950s

and 1960s, a lot of researchers conducted intensive basic

investigations using single crystals, which led to a detailed

understanding of the crystal plasticity of magnesium.111)

Recently, magnesium, which is a material that can potentially

be used in solving severe global environmental issues, has

attracted significant attention as a next-generation lightweight

metal, because it has the lowest density among the

conventional metallic materials. As an example, when the

structure and/or components of motor vehicles enable a

weight reduction of 100 kg, the improvement in fuel

efficiency is estimated to be 0.9 km/L.12) Efforts into

achieving such a significant weight reduction can benefit

from applying magnesium to both existing and new

components and/or parts. Thus, the use of magnesium and

its alloys has been attempted not only in vehicles but also in

other applications, such as electronics and medical equipment.

The mechanical properties of materials used in structural

applications must satisfy both the reliability and safety

requirements. Specifically, there is strong demand for

developing materials that exhibit good properties of strength

and ductility/toughness. The alloying process, wherein one

or more elements are added to a pure metal, has been used to

improve these mechanical properties of magnesium as well as

other metallic materials. Figure 1 shows the periodic table

including notes regarding the atomic radius and maximum

solubility (chemical composition) in magnesium. The solute

element shaded with gray color in this figure indicates that

the maximum solubility is more than 0.1 at%.1315) Each of

29 elements (only 14 elements, if rare-earth (RE) elements

are excluded) is found to be soluble in magnesium. Suitable

combinations of alloying elements and their chemical

compositions have been examined to improve various

properties including strength and ductility/toughness. From

the standpoints of cost and manufactural handling, aluminum

and zinc are the preferred alloying elements, since these

elements are inexpensive and are highly soluble into

magnesium. The MgAlMn and MgZnZr system alloys

have been widely used, and the MgAlZn system alloys are

the most known and have the most applications of the

magnesium alloys. Furthermore, the MgRE system alloys

have been focused and studied, because their heat resistance

improves through alloying with RE elements.16) More

interestingly, the MgREZn alloys that include the ordered

structures, such as the long periodic stacking ordered

structures, were developed in the early 21th century in Japan.

This alloy has attracted significant interest worldwide,

owing to its properties of high strength and good flame

resistance.17,18)

With regard to the alloying method, understanding the

impact and role of each solute element is important for

determining a suitable alloying element, which plays a great

role in improving the mechanical properties. Conventional

and common metallurgical strategies, i.e., alloying and grain

refinement, are well recognized as the efficiency to be
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strengthen in magnesium and its alloy. Needless to say, these

two methods have been commonly applied to other metallic

materials. Current numerical studies have predicted the

most suitable alloying element with outstanding ability to

strengthen, based on the elastic dislocation theory or the

interaction model between the dislocations and the solute

elements.1923) In contrast, the properties of ductility and

toughness are associated both with the elastic and plastic

deformation behaviors. The majority of common/conven-

tional metallic materials are also bulked polycrystals

containing numerous grains and grain boundaries. Therefore,

there exist various influential factors and a considerable

amount of parameters in polycrystalline metallic materials.

Research into the best approach toward enhancing the

properties of ductility and toughness has been ongoing not

only for magnesium but also for other metallic materials. In

this review, we outline the impact/role of the alloying

element on the properties of toughness and ductility, focusing

on the polycrystalline binary magnesium alloys reported in

various recent papers.

2. Toughness vs. Solid Solution Element

2.1 Fine-grained magnesium alloys

The relationship between specific strength (= yield

strength divided by density) vs. fracture toughness of

magnesium alloys and aluminum alloys24) is shown in

Fig. 2. This figure shows that the specific strength of

magnesium alloys is similar to that of aluminum alloys.

Nevertheless, the fracture toughness of magnesium alloys is

as about half levels as that of comparative alloys. It is also

noted that wrought processed magnesium alloys exhibit

higher fracture toughness as compared to that of cast

processed magnesium alloys. Since the wrought process

induces fine- and uniform-grained structures, the micro-

structural control is found to be an effective method of

Fig. 1 The periodic table indicating maximum solubility (mol%) to magnesium and atomic radius (©10¹10m).1315) No value, i.e., a

blank, indicates no data and/or no records in references and books.

Fig. 2 Relationship between specific strength (= yield strength/density)

and fracture toughness of conventional magnesium alloys and aluminum

alloys. This figure also includes the results of magnesium having different

grain sizes and AZ31 alloy. This figure is reconstructed in part from

Ref. 24) with permission from JIM.
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improving the fracture toughness. Figure 2 includes the

mechanical properties in three types of extruded magnesium

with different average grain sizes. The strength and fracture

toughness tends to increase with grain refinement, due to the

room-temperature plastic deformation related to the grain

sizes. For magnesium, it is well known that deformation

twinning forms to compensate for the lack of slip systems at

room-temperature. However, the interface between deforma-

tion twinning and the matrix becomes a site for micro-voids

and micro-cracks, because these interfaces have geometrical

steps and gaps.25,26) It has been reported that the vicinity of

such an interface between deformation twinning and the

matrix becomes the crack-propagation route during fracture

toughness testing such as a introduction of a sharp crack

into the specimens.27,28) Thus, the presence of deformation

twinning is not usually conducive to the continuation of

further plastic deformation. There are recent several studies

as for the plastic deformation of polycrystalline magnesium

and its alloys.2936) They say that grain refinement leads to the

activation of grain boundary plasticity, e.g., the activation of

non-basal dislocation slips29) and the occurrence of partial

room-temperature grain boundary sliding.30) In addition,

grain boundaries are closely related to deformation twinning.

For instance, (i) grain boundaries become the nucleation

or formation sites for deformation twinning31,32) and (ii) the

stress involved in forming the deformation twinning obeys

the Hall-Petch relation.3336) Grain refinement (up to several

microns in size) is an effective method to prevent the

formation of deformation twinning, which is a harmful factor

as mentioned above. Therefore, it can be said that this

microstructural control, i.e., grain refinement, brings about

attaining high fracture toughness in magnesium and its

alloys.

Figure 2 also reveals that conventional extruded magne-

sium alloy (Mg3Al1Zn; AZ31 alloy) with an average grain

size of 15 µm exhibits superior characteristics compared with

those of extruded magnesium. This result indicates that, in

addition to microstructural control, alloying (selection of a

suitable alloying element) has the possibility to enhance the

fracture toughness. Figure 3 shows the fracture toughness of

an extruded binary alloy with an average grain size of ³3µm.

Alloying elements are apparently found to affect the fracture

toughness of magnesium alloys. While the fracture toughness

is closely related to the area and volume fraction of

deformation twinning, the results presented in Fig. 3 are

obtained from fine-grained binary alloys. As a result, the

microstructural feature for deformation twinning is unlikely

to be the influential factor, because a dense grain boundary

accelerates grain boundary plasticity.37) The results via

microstructural observations38) reveal that the crack-prop-

agation along the grain boundaries demonstrates a high

fraction in MgCa alloy with lower fracture toughness. These

fracture features are similar to those of embrittlement fracture

in metallic materials. The same fracture and propagation

behaviors have been also observed in in-situ transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) observation using a MgY alloy,

which does not have a good property of toughness.39) On the

other hand, in the MgAl and MgZn alloys with higher

fracture toughness than that of magnesium, the crack does not

propagate along the grain boundaries, but rather into the

matrix (grain interior). The fracture feature of these alloys

shows ductile-like behavior.

In general metallic materials, embrittlement fracture is

considered to result from grain boundary segregation.40,41)

The segregation of alloying elements at grain boundaries has

been observed in a variety of magnesium alloys.4248) In the

experience rule, the misfit factor between solute and solvent

elements (= difference in atomic radius) is well used as an

influential parameter for grain boundary segregation. The

solute elements, which have a large misfit factor, are likely to

have characteristics for segregation at grain boundaries.49,50)

When this rule applies to the case of magnesium, the misfit

parameter is estimated to be ¹11% and +11% for aluminum

and yttrium elements, respectively. Although the absolute

values of these elements are the same, the magnesium alloys

being added to these elements exhibit different fracture

toughness and fracture feature. This indicates that the misfit

factor is not suitable to be the influential factor of segregation

behavior in magnesium alloys. One of the reasons for these

disagreements is the difference in the atomic radius between

the pure state and the alloying state. For instance, aluminum

and silver have approximately similar atomic radii of

0.143 nm and 0.144 nm, as shown in Fig. 1; however, the

volume misfits in the solid solution state are ¹35.8% for Mg

Al and ¹63.4% for MgAg, respectively.51)

It is well known that the lattice spacing (the a- and c-axes

in the lattice constant) in the hexagonal closed packed (h.c.p)

structure depends on the alloying element and chemical

composition.52,53) In this review, the value of @(c/a)/@C,

which denotes the change in the lattice parameter ratio, is

used as an alternative parameter and should be ignored/

normalized in determining the impact of the alloying element.

Figure 3 indicates a clear relation between fracture toughness

and the value of @(c/a)/@C in magnesium binary alloys.

Some alloying elements such as RE or calcium elements,

which bring about a large change in the lattice parameter, do

not substantially contribute toward the improvement of

fracture toughness. These elements cause large lattice strain

not only to the matrix but also in the vicinity of the grain

boundaries; as a result, they play a role in accelerating the

occurrence of intergranular fracture. On the contrary, since

Fig. 3 Fracture toughness obtaining from fine-grained magnesium binary

alloys.38) The value of @(c/a)/@C indicates the change in lattice parameter

c/a ratio with solute concentration in each element.52,53)
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the lattice misfit is small in aluminum and zinc elements,

adding these alloying elements helps to prevent such brittle

fracture and to improve the fracture toughness. Instead of

a simple explanation, the value of @(c/a)/@C is one of the

productive and judgmental parameters, whether or not the

alloying is useful in enhancing the fracture toughness.

Lastly, as mentioned above, the calcium element causes

grain boundary embrittlement in the binary alloy. However,

it has been reported that this issue can be solved by adding

other alloying elements and/or controlling the micro-

structure. Although the alloying for ternary and forth alloys

is beyond the present topic, the combinational alloying of

calcium and zinc elements, which changes the electrical

bonding at grain boundaries, restrains grain boundary

embrittlement.54) Besides this method, controlling the grain

boundary structure, which becomes the site for grain

boundary segregation, is another effective strategy. Grain

boundaries consisting of small free volumes, i.e., low-angle

grain boundaries (misorientation angle of less than 15°), are

difficult for the segregation sites as compared to conventional

grain boundaries such as high-angle grain boundaries

(misorientation angle of more than 15°). By using the

recrystallization behavior through the thermomechanical

process, magnesium alloys with a high fraction of low-

angle grain boundaries exhibit good property of fracture

toughness.55)

2.2 Coarse/meso-grained magnesium alloys

In the previous section, it is mentioned that preventing the

formation and/or existence of deformation twinning is

important for improving the fracture toughness of magnesium

alloys. Here, this paper introduces a useful method for

inhibiting and serious microstructures, that is, deformation

twinning, to enhance the fracture toughness in coarse- and

meso-grained alloys. Recent studies regarding the twining of

magnesium have reported that an alloying element is likely to

segregate at the twin boundaries, such as the f10�12g twin

boundaries, under static annealing conditions.56) These twin

boundaries, where the alloying elements segregate, contribute

toward acquiring high strength,5658) have a small movement

with applied strain and affect the growth and shrink of the

twin boundaries.5962) They also lead to change in the crack-

propagation behavior.6365) Figure 4(a) shows the fracture

toughness of twin-induced magnesium binary alloys with an

average grain size of approximately 20 µm. Fracture tough-

ness is not as high in value, because of the meso-grained

structure and low chemical composition; on the other hands,

the alloying element tends to be an influential factor. This

alloying element effect is found to be similar to that exerted

by fine-grained alloys, as shown in Fig. 3. Microstructural

observations before and after bending tests have revealed that

crack-propagation behavior depends on the alloying element.

When comparing the deformed microstructural features of the

MgAg and MgLi alloys, the interface between the matrix

Fig. 4 (a) Surface segregation energy vs. fracture toughness obtaining from meso-grained magnesium binary alloys, (b) relaxed atomic

configuration of the f10�12g twin boundary in first-principles calculation and partial charge density and LDOS of magnesium around

(c) Pb and (d) Zr atom. LDOS of the partial density of states of the s- (dashed lines) and p-band (solid lines) for compression A and

expansion B sites as well as the perfect crystal, and partial charge density in the energy ranges ¹1 to 0 eV. This figure is reused in part of

Ref. 66) with permission from Elsevier.
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and the twin boundaries of the MgLi alloy becomes an

easier crack propagation site than those of the MgAg alloy.

From the concept of grain boundary cohesive energy based

on the fracture mechanics model, fracture toughness and

crack-propagation behavior are closely related to the change

in grain boundary segregation energy vs. surface (= a newly

formed surface due to crack propagation) segregation energy.

The alloying element stabilizing the twin boundary energy,

which means that it does not play a role in the stabilization of

the surface energy, prevents crack-propagation along the

interface between the matrix and the twin boundaries.66)

The x-axis in Fig. 4(a) represents the surface segregation

energy obtained from a first-principles calculation method

in each alloying element. The alloy containing an element

with large surface segregation energy shows high fracture

toughness. The alloying element, which stabilizes the twin

boundary energy rather than the surface energy, will

obviously be more effective in increasing the fracture

toughness. This trend is the same for the microstructural

observation as for the crack-propagation behavior.

Figure 4(c) and 4(d) are the local density of state (LDOS)

and the electric density map around the alloying elements

at the twin boundary and surface of the MgPb and MgZr

models. In Fig. 4(b), the solute element locates the lowest

energy among all positions at the vicinity of the f10�12g twin

boundary in each alloying model. The LDOS map of the Mg

Pb model, where the lead element is unlikely to improve the

fracture toughness, is similar to that of the base-state, i.e.,

magnesium. In addition, the LDOS and electric density maps

of the twin boundary are noted to be similar to those of the

surface. In contrast, these features of the MgZr model are

different from those of the MgPb model and the models to

which other alloying elements are added. The strong

combination between the d-orbit and p-orbit is confirmed to

form the MgZr model. As an example for comparison, the

electric density map shows that the surface segregation of

the MgZr model is quite different from those of magnesium

and other alloying elements.66) Even in coarse- and meso-

grained magnesium alloys, controlling the binding behavior

via the alloying element can potentially ensure that such a

twin boundary is not harmful but an impressive factor for

enhancing the facture toughness.

3. Ductility vs. Solid Solution Element

3.1 Deformation behavior into grains and at grain

boundaries

The relationship between the grain size and the elongation-

to-failure in tension of magnesium and its typical binary

alloys is shown in Fig. 5. These plotted values are taken from

tensile tests in quasi-static strain rate regimes (10¹2 up to

10¹4/s) to eliminate the strain rate dependence. It is well

known that the elongation-to-failure in tension of wrought

processed (e.g., extrusion and rolling) magnesium alloys is

Fig. 5 The variation in elongation-to-failure in tension as a function of reciprocal grain size; (a) magnesium binary alloys containing

conventional alloying elements48,71,105137) and (b) magnesium and MgMn alloy.82,87,97,105,106,138149)
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influenced by the basal plane distribution, owing to the h.c.p

crystal structure. For instance, the elongation-to-failure in

tension of an equal-channel-angular extruded alloy is double

that obtained from conventional wrought processed magne-

sium alloys;67) however, Fig. 5 shows that the property of

ductility is almost directly proportional to the reciprocal grain

size. Notably, in this figure, the tolerance is assumed to result

from the chemical composition and wrought processing

method. In pure magnesium, more than 100% elongation-to-

failure in tension is exhibited with a refinement to

approximately 1 µm in grained structures. The relation of

elongation-to-failure in tension vs. grain size also obviously

depends on the alloying element. The tendency of the Mg

Mn alloy is similar to that of pure magnesium. On the

contrary, while the aluminum and zinc elements are

recognized as common alloying elements to magnesium,

the impact/degree of grain refinement on the enhancement of

ductility in these binary alloys, such as MgAl and MgZn

alloys, is unlikely to be superior to that of pure magnesium. It

is well reported that the alloying of RE elements plays a role

in reducing the difference in the critical resolved shear stress

between the basal and non-basal planes;23,6871) nevertheless,

these binary alloys also have a minor advantage with regard

to grain refinement. Although the strategy in most of studies

is to control the dislocation slip, these results are interesting

in terms of arguing that only controlling this plastic

deformation (dislocation slip) is not useful to increase the

property of ductility in magnesium and its alloys.

Next, we introduce the experimental results for the plastic

deformation behavior of magnesium in the vicinity of the

grain boundary and within the matrix (grain interior).

Figure 6(a) shows the indentation depth vs. holding time

curves obtained from the nano-indentation creep testing.72)

This method allows the evaluation and understanding of

the localized deformation behavior at small scale. From

Fig. 6(a), the indentation response changes with the measure-

ment position. The indentation depth in the vicinity of grain

boundary becomes deeper with the indentation holding time

at the measurement around the grain boundaries. However,

the indentation depth is shallow, when the measurement

position is several microns away from grain boundary. This

depth vs. time feature is similar to that measured in the

grains, which suggests that the deformation mechanism

during indentation clearly varies even with the distance from

grain boundaries, i.e., ³5µm. It is interesting that the

distance from grain boundaries influencing the effect on grain

boundary compatibility is also reported to be 5 µm.29) The

strain rate sensitivity (m-value) through the nano-indentation

creep testing is calculated to be ³0.5 and ³0.1 in the vicinity

of the grain boundary and within the matrix, respectively. The

m-value measured around the vicinity of grain boundaries

indicates that grain boundary sliding mainly contributes to

deformation. A trace of partial grain boundary sliding is

observed even in room-temperature tensile tests using

polycrystalline magnesium alloys,30) which is in good

agreement with the results obtained by nano-indentation

creep testing. On the other hand, the m-value obtaining from

the grain interior provides that the dominant deformation

mechanism during indentation creep is assumed to be

dislocation slip and/or deformation twining rather than grain

boundary sliding. The results through room-temperature

creep tests using coarse-grained magnesium, which is not

influenced by grain boundary plasticity, indicate that the rate-

controlling mechanism is the basal dislocation slip.73,74)

In order to verify the effect of the alloying element on the

localized indentation creep behavior in the vicinity of grain

boundaries, the variation of indentation depth as a function of

the holding time is shown in Fig. 6(b) for the Mg0.3 at%Al

alloy.75) The measurement position of this alloy is set to be

the same as that of magnesium so as to ignore the crystal

orientation and misorientation angle dependency. The

indentation behavior of the MgAl alloy is different from

that of magnesium. The alloy exhibits a smaller indentation

depth of ¦h and a higher indentation load value in the

vicinity of the grain boundary, compared with those of

magnesium. Additionally, this indentation displacement of

the alloy is similar to the value obtained from the grain

interior when using magnesium. Thus, there is a high

probability that the rate-controlling mechanism in the vicinity

of grain boundaries in the MgAl alloy is dislocation slip,

which is the same as that of the grain interior of magnesium,

as shown in Fig. 6(a). These results suggest that the dominant

deformation mechanism for polycrystalline magnesium and

its alloys has a close relation to that of the alloying element

and the volume fraction in grain boundaries, in other words,

grain size. Understanding and controlling the role of these

influential factors are very important for attaining good

property of ductility.

Fig. 6 The indentation depth vs. time obtaining from nanoindentation creep tests (a) in the magnesium and (b) effect of alloying elements

on nanoindentation creep behavior. Inset in each image at right-side bottom indicate measurement position. This figure is reconstructed in

part from Refs. 72, 75) with permission from Taylor & Francis and Elsevier, respectively.
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3.2 Impact of alloying element on elongation-to-failure

in tension

Based on the content of the previous section, we now

introduce the effect of the alloying element on room-

temperature ductility obtaining from fine-grained magnesium

binary alloys with a high density of grain boundaries.

Figure 7 shows (a) the nominal stress vs. nominal strain

curves via tensile testing in the quasi-static strain rate regimes

and (b) the relationship between the elongation-to-failure in

tension and the initial strain rate. This figure includes the

results of an extruded conventional magnesium alloy (AZ31

alloy) having similar microstructures for the purpose of

comparing them with those of the binary alloys.76) The

chemical composition of the major alloying element in these

cited binary alloys is 0.3 at%. Moreover, since these alloys

have an average grain size of approximately 3 µm and a basal

texture,77) the type of alloying element mainly reflects the

difference in terms of deformation behavior and mechanical

properties. Figure 7(a) shows that the alloying element

affects the elongation-to-failure in tension, and the majority

of binary alloys show lower ductility than that of magnesium.

This trend of ductility is consistent with the results obtained

from a conventional magnesium alloy, as shown in Fig. 3(a).

In contrast, the elongation-to-failure of the MgMn alloy is

twice as large as that of magnesium and four times that of the

AZ31 alloy. The alloying of the manganese element is found

to be outstanding to improve ductility. The elongation-to-

failure in tension of the MgMn alloy dramatically increases

as the tensile strain rate decreases. For example, the

elongation-to-failure is over 200% in a strain rate of 10¹5/s

even at room-temperature. However, as for the other binary

alloys, the tendency for ductility vs. strain rate is similar to

those of conventional magnesium alloys. With a decrease of

1/1000 in the strain rate, the improvement for ductility is

several %, which is very low magnitude. Additionally, with

regard to the plastic deformation, Fig. 7(a) reveals that the

flow stress of a binary alloy adding a specific alloying

element (manganese or lithium), which is effective in

enhancing ductility, is lower than that of magnesium. In

general, the flow stress of alloys is higher than that of pure

metals, due to the interaction between the solute elements

and the dislocation slips, recognized as the solid solution

strengthening mechanism. Nevertheless, the flow stress of the

MgMn and MgLi alloys that exhibit good elongation-to-

failure in tension is not consistent with this common

strengthening mechanism. It is obvious that the reason for

the lower flow stress of these alloys is not related to the well

known solid solution mechanism. A detailed explanation

focusing on the rate-controlling deformation mechanism will

be provided in the next section.

3.3 Deformation mechanism

Figure 8 shows the Hall-Petch relation for magnesium and

its binary alloys, which exhibit unique property of ductility.87)

Since the elongation-to-failure in tension is influenced by the

strain rate, this figure is divided into two different strain rate

regimes of (a) quasi-static strain rate regime (²10¹4/s) and

(b) low strain rate regime (<10¹4/s). The flow stress obeys

the conventional Hall-Petch relation in the quasi-static strain

rate regimes (Fig. 8(a)); on the other hand, an inverse Hall-

Petch relation is observed in materials with a size of several

microns (Fig. 8(b)). This uncommon behavior generally

occurs in ultrafine-grained nickel and copper, owing to the

non-site for the Frank-Read source within the matrix.7780) In

magnesium, because the inverse Hall-Petch relation can be

observed even in grains having several microns in size, which

is a size that is at least 100 times coarser, the major

mechanism in magnesium is unlikely to be the same as that of

such metallic materials (ultrafine-grained nickel and copper).

Figures 9(a) and (b) are typical scanning electron microscopy

(SEM) images of the surfaces after room-temperature tensile

testing under low strain rate conditions.65) The surface of

the MgZn alloy, whose elongation-to-failure in tension is

similar to that of conventional magnesium alloys, does not

exhibit an undulation surface feature. In contrast, the MgMn

alloy with a quite large ductility clearly indicates a trace of

grain boundary sliding, marked by the white arrows. In

Figs. 9(c) and (d), the line drawn using the focused ion beam

(FIB) technique is aligned before the tensile testing, but the

misfit width at the grain boundaries is observed to increase as

the deformation progresses.81) Furthermore, it is pointed out

that these alloys show different fracture features and origins

of fracture. The fracture surface of conventional alloys and

binary alloys containing common elements, e.g., aluminum

or zinc, show ductile and dimple fractures. Nevertheless, the

cavitation behavior, which is well formed at the grain

boundary triple junction during superplastic flow, is observed

in the MgMn alloy.82) It is difficult to say such features are

Fig. 7 Room-temperature tensile behavior in fine-grained magnesium and its binary alloys; (a) nominal stress vs. nominal strain curves at

quasi-static strain rate (1 © 10¹3/s) and (b) variation in elongation-to-failure in tension as a function of strain rate. This figure also

includes the results of fine-grained AZ31 alloy.
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caused by dislocation slips. The above mentioned results

suggest that the inverse Hall-Petch relation of magnesium

and its alloys is associated with the partial occurrence of

grain boundary sliding.

We have not yet determined the definite cause for room-

temperature grain boundary sliding; however, the reason for

showing this unique behavior is considered based on

concepts of microstructure. The microstructural observations

Fig. 9 Typical examples for SEM observation; after room-temperature tensile tested samples at low strain rate regimes in fine-grained

(a) MgMn and (b) MgZn alloys, and difference in surface features (c) before and (d) after tensile testing in fine-grained MgMn alloy.

White arrows in (a) show the trace of grain boundary sliding. In (c) and (d), white arrows and yellow characteristics correspond to the

observed points/regions before and after tensile testing. Figures (a) and (b) are reused in part from Ref. 106) with permission from Taylor

& Francis.

Fig. 8 Hall-Petch relation in magnesium and its binary alloys (a) at quasi-static strain rate regimes (faster than 1 ©

10¹4/s)76,87,106,140,143,149158) and (b) at low strain rate regimes (lower than 1 © 10¹4/s).76,87,88,106,149,158,159) This figure is reproduced

in part of Ref. 87) with permission from Springer nature.
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of wrought processed magnesium binary alloys indicate grain

boundary segregation of the alloying element, as described in

an earlier section and reported in several papers.4248) It is

assumed that the key point regarding a remarkably large

ductility is whether or not grain boundary segregation plays

a role in enhancing grain boundary sliding. The results

obtained from the first-principles calculation method reveal

that, when an alloying element such as yttrium for the

prevention of grain boundary sliding exists at grain

boundaries, the electrons of magnesium and such element

creates with strong bonds along the specific direction. On

the contrary, in the case of manganese, the electrons of

magnesium and manganese tend to have uniform bonds.

These symmetry or asymmetry bonding behaviors affect

grain boundary plasticity from an atomistic perspective.82)

Regarding lithium, the valence electron exists in the s-orbits;

as a result, this kind of electron is in non-localization status

and behaves as a free-electron.83) Nonetheless, it is noted that

these arguments are not considered as a comprehensive

causes in this case, since the actual bulked materials consist

of a huge variety of grain boundaries. It will be necessary to

consider this point in detail in the future.

Figure 10 is a schematic illustration of the flow stress vs.

strain rate including well-known deformation mechanisms

such as grain boundary sliding, dislocation slips and

deformation twinning in metallic materials. The gray shaded

area indicates the strain rate regimes evaluated by conven-

tional testing methods/facilities.84) The bold line indicates

an example of the rate-controlling mechanism. In the case of

the binary alloys containing common alloying elements, as

shown in Fig. 7(b), the elongation-to-failure is at most

several % and the m-value is small even in low strain rate

regimes.65,76) In other words, these alloying elements are

unlikely to have enhancing effects for room-temperature

grain boundary sliding. Since grain boundary sliding is

generally difficult to observe in such very low strain rate

regimes using conventional methods/facilities, the disloca-

tion slip is the major deformation mechanism, which is

similar to that of general plastic deformation. Attention must

be paid to the fact that, in the compressive testing state, the

flow stress corresponds to deformation twinning, due to its

relationship with the crystal orientation and stress applied

direction. On the other hand, lithium and manganese play a

role in enhancing/activating for room-temperature grain

boundary sliding. Hence, partial grain boundary sliding is

observed in fine-grained MgLi and MgMn alloys with a

high density of grain boundaries at low and quasi-static strain

rate regimes. However, regardless of these specific alloys, it

is noted that the rate-controlling mechanism changes from

grain boundary sliding to dislocation slips with increase in

the testing speeds.

One of the reasons for the enhancement of grain boundary

sliding is associated with grain boundary segregation, as

mentioned above. Even in the alloying element, which leads

to high grain boundary sliding activity, it is necessary to

control the site for grain boundary segregation. The

deformation mechanism is influenced by the volume fraction

of the grain boundary, which is the segregation site for

the solute elements. Although the grain size and chemical

composition would be constant, the MgMn alloy containing

a high density of low-angle grain boundaries with very little

free volume shows an elongation-to-failure of around 20

30%. The flow stress and ductility of this alloy do not also

have strain rate dependence. These values are quite different

from the results, as shown in Figs. 5 and 7. This results from

the fact that the major deformation mechanism is reported to

be dislocation slips rather than grain boundary sliding.85)

Finally, we consider the reason for room-temperature grain

boundary sliding based on the accommodated mechanism.

Grain boundary sliding is a deformation mechanism that is

widely recognized as superplastic behavior showing large

ductility such as starch syrup.86) In order to retain the plastic

deformation through grain boundary sliding, an accommo-

dation mechanism is necessary for operation. The constitutive

equation in metallic materials during creep behavior is

generally expressed by the following equation:86)

_¾ ¼ A
Gb

kT

� �

·

G

� �n b

d

� �p

D ð1Þ

where _¾ is strain rate, · is flow stress, G is shear modulus, n

is stress exponent (= reciprocal in strain rate sensitivity), k

is Boltzman constant, b is Burgurs vector, d is grain size, p

is grain size exponent and D is diffusion coefficient. Table 1

is listed in recent studies and reports as for the room-

temperature creep behavior of magnesium and its

alloys.73,76,8795) When dislocation slip is the rate-controlling

mechanism (e.g., m < 0.1), the m-value or activation

volume, which has a close relation to the deformation

mechanism, indicates small or large in values, respectively.

Compared with the values of conventional magnesium

alloys, magnesium and its alloys listed in Table 1 have

higher m-values or lower activation volumes. In particular,

the m-value increases (= activation volume decreases) with

grain refinement and/or a reduction in the strain rates. While

there exist a few results with regard to activation energy,

the alloys having grain sizes of several dozen µm have

the activation energy of around 20 kJ/mol.30) Such low

activation energy suggests that dislocation slips are

associated with grain boundary sliding. In addition, for the

alloy with a grain size of more than 100 µm, the activation

Fig. 10 The simple relation for flow stress in tension or compression vs.

strain rate in the conventional and specific magnesium alloys at room-

temperature. GBS indicates grain boundary sliding. It is noted that three

different deformation mechanisms, i.e., GBS, dislocation slip and

twinning, depend on grain sizes and testing temperatures. This figure is

reused in part from Ref. 84) with permission from JIM.
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energy is of several values in kJ/mol. Under those

conditions, the atomic shuffling mechanism operates in the

vicinity of grain boundaries.73,74,96) On the other hand, the

fine-grained alloy has the activation energy of 90 kJ/mol,

which is close to grain boundary diffusion.76,86,87) This

mechanism of the fine-grained alloy is not consistent with

previously discussed studies using coarse- and meso-grained

alloys; however, it is interesting to observe that the

deformation behavior is the same as that of nano-indentation

creep testing, as shown in Fig. 6(a). Note that the other

model, such as grain boundary rotational model, has been

also proposed.97) In the future, it is necessary to revisit this in

more detail.

Normalized plots using the shear modulus and several

material parameters are presented in Fig. 11. These plotted

data are cited from the tensile tested results of the fine-

grained magnesium and its alloys (grain size of less than

5 µm) in strain rates of lower than 10¹3/s. Even though the

fact that testing conditions and specimens varied, the flow

stress vs. strain rates showing superior elongation tends to

follow a similar pattern. As mentioned previously, there are

many kinds of accommodation mechanism; nevertheless,

because the normalized plots do not show large differences, it

is assumed that the rate-controlling mechanism has the same

behavior.

4. Conclusion Remarks

This review focused on solid solution elements that are

able to solute into magnesium. Recent studies regarding good

properties of ductility due to grain boundary sliding have

indicated that the alloying of bismuth element has the same

or even a superior role as compared to that of manganese

element.76,98) The MgBi alloy produced by conventional

extrusion exhibits an elongation-to-failure in tension of more

than 150% even at an initial tensile strain rate of 1 © 10¹3/s.

This large ductility is very similar to superplastic behavior.76)

However, the solubility of bismuth into magnesium is low in

the temperature ranges of wrought processing. Thus, grain

boundary segregation is unlikely to occur and to observe in

this extruded MgBi alloy. This point is not the same as those

in the extruded MgMn alloy. It is interesting to note from an

academic viewpoint that the microscopic structural factors

that enhance grain boundary sliding are different between the

MgBi and MgMn alloys. In contrast, since silicon does not

have the characteristic of solubility in magnesium, as shown

in Fig. 1, it readily forms an intermetallic consisting of the

Mg2Si phase. These intermetallics are used to control

microstructures, i.e., prevention for grain growth, at high

temperature ranges. For instance, the microstructures of the

MgSi alloy having ultrafine-grains do not dramatically

change even at a temperature of 773K. Consequently, this

alloy exhibits an elongation-to-failure of more than 250% at

this elevated temperature in a strain rate of 1/s, which

corresponds to the high-strain rate superplasticity.99)

Table 1 Results of room-temperature creep testing in various magnesium and its alloys.73,76,8795)

Fig. 11 The variation in _¾/D(kT/Gb)(b/d)p as a function of (·/G) in fine-

grained magnesium and its alloys.76,87,88,97,106,149,159)
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It is widely accepted that the crystal structure of

magnesium transitions from h.c.p to body centered cubic

(b.c.c) via the specific alloying element of lithium with a high

chemical composition. This element is also known to cause

both weight reduction and easy/good secondary formability.

Furthermore, the density of the MgLi alloy containing over

33% in lithium is less than 1; as a result, this alloy can float

on water.100) Regarding the enhancement for room-temper-

ature ductility, the ultrafine-grained MgLi alloy with two

phases consisting of h.c.p and b.c.c crystal structures is

reported to show the elongation-to-failure in tension of 300%

at quasi-static strain rate regimes.101) The characteristics of

scandium are similar to those of lithium. The alloying of this

element results in the transformation of the crystal structure

from h.c.p to b.c.c. The phase transformation can be induced

by adding at least 20% scandium.102) In addition, scandium

belongs to the RE element group; hence, its atomic radius is

very different from that of magnesium, and this difference

highly contributes to the strengthening effect.103)

Recent numerical studies have pointed out that the

electronic behavior of titanium among magnesium tends to

appear as unique and interesting. This solute element plays a

role in the non-basal dislocation slip activity and grain

boundary strengthening (= high toughness).104) The prepa-

ration of a solid solution MgTi binary alloy is not possible

with the present material processing technology; however,

future technological advances may allow the production of

this kind of new materials. In fact, the formulation of new

materials/alloys based on the use of artificial intelligence

and materials genomes may be very close to becoming real

and practical. We believe and except that this review will be

useful in the design of novel magnesium alloys.
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